OATH BY INVENTOR

IN RE: Application for granting and issuing of LETTERS PATENT in Liberia

MAKE OATH AND SAY:
That I/we are the original, first and only inventor(s) of an invention entitled: ..............................................................
Described and claimed in the annexed specification; that I/we do not know and do not believe that the same was ever known or used for patented or described in a book or other publication or in public use or sale in Liberia before my/our invention or discovery thereof.

That I/we do hereby sell and assign to .................................................................................................................................
having a place of business at ..................................................................................................................................................
all my/our rights, title and interest in and to my/our invention for new and useful .................................................................
and request that an exclusive privilege or LETTERS PATENT for said invention in Liberia may issue to said ..............................................................
in accordance with this assignment.

Signature .............................................................................................................................................................................

Dated ...................................... day of ..........................................................20 ...........................................